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Scholars’ Research
Published Elsewhere

Mentors
Each faculty mentor sacrifices time that could
be spent on his/her own scholarship to help
grow the next generation of researchers. Our
students and program could not be successful
without your expertise and dedication. Thank
you for the opportunity to partner with you to
support these outstanding students. My
gratitude to you, and for you, is boundless. The
work you do with each Scholar is the most
important aspect of our program.

Some Scholars do not have work included here
because they are working with their Mentors to
publish their work in a peer-reviewed
professional journal. Those Scholars and
Mentors are listed below. Additionally, Maddie
Diaz, Autumn Leggins, and Jesslyn Park
completed Honor’s theses and presented at
conferences this year.

Ms. Stephanie Bartlett
Since 2012, Ms. Bartlett’s leadership in the
writing components of our program has been
critical to the success students have enjoyed in
their research products, graduate admissions
offers, and graduate fellowship awards. She has
supported the Scholars and Director through
the preparation and documentation of the
Scholars’ high quality research. Serving as
Editor of this Bulletin is only one aspect of her
work. Our written products would not be as
impressive without your conscientious reviews
and guidance. Thank you, Stephanie, for your
exceptional service to Winthrop’s McNair
Program.

Brittany McCarver (C of C)
Mentor: Dr. Andy Doyle, History
Brittany’s paper, A People-Oriented
Company: The Springs Cotton Mills and
Welfare Work, 1887-1959 received the
Margaret Watson Award from the
Confederation of SC Local Historical
Societies at the 2018 Landmark
Conference. The CSCLHS retains the
right to publish this paper.
Jessica Stevens
Mentor: Dr. Zachary Abernathy,
Mathematics

Dr. Matthew Hayes
As the McNair Stats and Methods Coach, you
ensure Winthrop McNair research products are
high quality. Thank you, Dr. Hayes, for meeting
with the Scholars (and sometimes Mentors and
staff) before, during, and after the McNair
summer research internship to help them design
their research projects and plan for analyses;
walk them through the process of running,
interpreting, and understanding their statistical
analyses; and prepare them to disseminate their
work at conferences and in writing.

Quviah Streater
Mentor: Dr. Sarah Reiland, Psychology

.

Thank you

Mrs. Barb Yeager & Ms. Ashley Watson
Our McNair program benefits every day from
the creativity of Mrs. Yeager. Her development
of the artwork on this Bulletin is one more
example. Similarly, we are grateful to our G.A.,
Ms. Watson, for her daily support of the
Scholars’ research and graduate admissions
pursuits. Thank you, Barb and Ashley, for all
you do for our students and the Director.

Scholars
Your commitment to excellence and persistence
through multiple challenges are inspiring. The
work presented here is the culmination of a long
revise and submit process. Thank you for your
diligence throughout that long process. The
high quality of your research reflects well on
you, your faculty mentor, and the program.
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